Abstract| In this paper we study robustness and sensitivity properties of a sampled-data feedback system with a Generalized Sampled-data Hold Function (GSHF). We argue that shifting nonminimum phase zeros using GSHF control can lead to di culties unless the zero is outside the closed loop bandwidth.
I. Introduction
Nonminimum-phase (nmp) zeros of a linear time invariant plant impose inherent design limitations that cannot be overcome by any linear time invariant controller 1], 2], 3]. This fact suggests that more general compensation schemes, such as periodic linear time-varying control, may prove useful in controlling nmp systems. Sampleddata (sd) control, wherein an analog plant is controlled by a digital compensator through the use of periodic sample and hold, is one class of periodic controllers.
In a sd system, the zeros of the discretized plant, unlike the poles, bear no straightforward relationship to the zeros of the original analog plant (e.g., 4], 5]). In particular, use of a Generalized Sampled-data Hold Function (gshf) with a linear time invariant digital controller allows the zeros of the discretized plant to be placed arbitrarily 6], 7]. Hence it is tempting to conclude that design limitations due to nmp zeros of an analog plant may be circumvented by assigning the zeros of the discretized plant to be minimum phase 8], 9], 10].
On the other hand, several authors have pointed out potential disadvantages to the use of gshf control. In 7, p.75] the authors note that \the control signal may become highly irregular". In 6], the author notes that systems with gshf control can sometimes exhibit intersample ripple. Furthermore, the authors of 11] present analyses and simulations which suggest that systems with gshf controllers are prone to robustness di culties in addition to poor intersample behavior. Hence the potential utility of gshf control in overcoming linear time invariant design limitations is still a matter of debate 11], 12].
Let us now consider a common procedure by which a digital compensator is designed in a sd system. Namely, one rst discretizes the analog plant at an appropriate sample Formerly with ECE Dept., The University of Newcastle, NSW 2308 Australia; presently with CCEC, University of California, Santa Barbara CA 93106-9560 USA, julio@seidel.ece.ucsb.edu rate and then designs the compensator so that the discretized feedback system has desirable properties. 1 As a consequence, the behavior of the analog signals in the resulting hybrid feedback system will be as desired at the sampling instants. One then may simulate the hybrid system to verify that the intersample behavior is acceptable. If the plant is discretized with a zero-order hold (zoh), and if an appropriate sample rate and anti-aliasing lter are used, then this is very often the case.
As noted above, when the plant is discretized using a gshf hold, its zeros can be placed arbitrarily. In 14] the authors showed that design limitations imposed by nmp zeros of the analog plant remain present when the plant is discretized with a gshf hold, even if the discretized plant is minimum phase. One of the contributions of the present paper is to expand on the implications of this fact by considering the following situation: Suppose that the analog plant has a nmp zero within the desired closed loop bandwidth, but the discretized plant does not. Suppose also that the discrete closed loop system possesses feedback properties that would be unachievable if the discretized plant also had a problematic nmp zero. Then, as we show in Section III, these feedback properties cannot also be present in the intersample behavior of the hybrid system.
A more intriguing question, whose analysis is the core of the paper, is whether the use of gshf control to relocate zeros is responsible for sensitivity and robustness di culties in the resulting feedback system above and beyond those due to the nmp zero of the analog plant. It was argued in 11] that the poor robustness properties of gshf control are due to the way in which components of the high frequency plant response are aliased down into the baseband to form the frequency response of the discretized plant. We investigate this phenomenon in detail by developing a framework in which the robustness di culties associated with zeroshifting may be studied quantitatively (Sections IV-VI). A key concept introduced is that of a delity function, which measures di erential sensitivity and robustness of the discretized feedback system against modeling uncertainty in the analog plant. As illustration, we analyze in Section VII an example that originally appeared in 10]. Conclusions are presented in Section VIII.
II. Background
Consider the single-input single-output sd feedback system of Figure 1 , where P (s) and F (s) are the transfer functions of the analog plant and anti-aliasing lter, C d (z) is the transfer function of the digital controller, r(t); d(t), and n(t) are the command, disturbance, and noise signals, u(t) is the control input, and y(t) is the system output. Denote the sampling period by T The transfer function of the discretized connection of plant, hold, and pre lter is the discretized plant, and is denoted by (F P H) d (z). As shown in 16], our assumptions on P (s); H(s), and F (s) su ce to guarantee that (F P H) d (z) satis es the following well-known formula (1) where we have introduced the notation F k ( ) to represent F ( + jk! s ). This notation will be used frequently.
Exponential and L 2 input-output stability of the system in Figure 1 follow from the results of 17] and 18] under the nonpathological sampling hypothesis for gshf systems of 15] .
Assuming that the hybrid system of Figure 1 is stable, one may use classical results from hybrid system theory to calculate the steady state response of the output y(t) to a sinusoidal input signal of frequency !. This response consists of a fundamental component with frequency ! plus in nitely many harmonics at frequencies separated from the fundamental by an integer multiple of the sampling frequency (cf. (1) ( ; ) it follows that the lower bound on this peak is guaranteed to be greater than that given by (4) in the analog case.
Finally, we shall need the discrete version of the Bode sensitivity integral 19]. For a xed sampling period, this integral implies a nontrivial sensitivity tradeo even if no bandwidth constraint is imposed. Assume that S d (z) is stable and that ( It follows from (6) that if < 1, then there must exist a peak in sensitivity whose magnitude exceeds one.
III. Gedanken Experiment No.1: Analog Performance
Consider the following scenario. We wish to design a digital compensator for an analog plant having a problematic nmp zero. Suppose that a gshf is used so that the discretized plant is minimum phase, or has nmp zeros only at less problematic locations. Then one can design a digital controller so that the discrete sensitivity function satis es the speci cation
(8) where 1 < 1 and satis es the lower bound (6) imposed by the discrete Bode sensitivity integral. On the other hand, the intersample behavior of the hybrid system must satisfy constraints due to the analog nmp zero. We now present a Gedanken experiment whose result shows that these constraints manifest themselves as limitations upon the ability of the analog response to approximate that of the discretized system. Gedanken Experiment No.1: Suppose that we wish to design a digital controller for an analog plant. Then the following three questions (among others) are of interest: (A1) Is the nominal response of the discretized system satisfactory? Equivalently, is the response of the sd system satisfactory at the sampling instants? (A2) Does the nominal analog response approximate that of the discrete system, so that a satisfactory discrete response corresponds to satisfactory intersample behavior? (A3) Is the analog response insensitive to plant uncertainty, disturbances, and sensor noise?
Clearly it is desirable that the answers to all three questions be a rmative. The proposed experiment is to determine whether a rmative answers to all three of these questions can be obtained simultaneously.
We shall consider that the answer to (A1) is a rmative if the discrete sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions are well behaved. Speci cally, we require that S d (e j!T ) satisfy bounds of the form (7)- (8) . It follows from the identity S d (e sT ) + T d (e sT ) = 1 that if the bounds (7)- (8) are satis ed, then jT d (e j!T )j is also bounded.
To quantify the answer to (A2), de ne the delity function.
If jS d (j!)j 1, then at frequency ! the fundamental component of the analog response to disturbances, noise, and commands will closely approximate that of the discretized system. Since the discrete frequency response is periodic in !, it is clearly not possible (nor desirable) that S fun (j!) and T fun (j!) closely approximate the discrete responses at all frequencies. Hence, we shall consider that the answer to (A2) is a rmative if delity is achieved over a low frequency range:
(10) Finally, as discussed in 14], it is necessary to keep the fundamental sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions bounded at all frequencies to prevent large intersample response to disturbances and noise, as well as to prevent poor di erential sensitivity and stability robustness. Hence an a rmative answer to (A3) will require that S fun (j!) and T fun (j!) satisfy upper bounds of the form jS fun (j!)j M S (!); and jT fun (j!)j M T (!) (11) at all frequencies.
It follows immediately from (4) that the analog nmp zero imposes a limitation upon our ability to achieve a rmative answers to all of questions (A1)-(A3).
Lemma III.1: Suppose that the hybrid feedback system is stable and that (7) and (10) 
Thus, if jS d (e j!T )j is made small over a wide frequency band relative to the location of the nmp zero, then jS fun (j!)j cannot closely approximate the discrete response over this band without incurring large peaks at higher frequencies. These peaks, in turn, will tend to compromise the bounds (11) . We see that there exists a tradeo between the quality of the response at sampling instants and that of the intersample behavior that cannot be removed by gshf control.
IV. Gedanken Experiment No.2: Discrete Response
In the present section, we shall argue that use of gshf control to shift zeros so that jS d (e j!T )j can be made small over a wide frequency range may lead to unacceptable robustness di culties even if no requirement is imposed upon the analog response. The source of these di culties is the necessity to maintain stability robustness against the contribution of high frequency aliases to the discrete plant response. Consider again the formula (1). Typically, the antialiasing lter has a monotonically decreasing Bode gain plot, and thus tends to diminish the contribution of the high frequency plant behavior to the discretized system response. The e ect of the hold response in (1) is identical to that of the anti-aliasing lter, and shows that the hold response plays an equally important role in determining the e ect of the high frequency plant behavior upon the discretized system. In this regard, it is instructive to compare the responses of the zoh and a gshf taken from Example 2 in 6]; these responses are plotted in Figure 2 . Note that the frequency response of this particular gshf has larger gain at high frequencies than does that of the zoh. Hence it follows that the frequency response of a plant discretized with this gshf will depend more heavily upon the high frequency characteristics of the analog plant than if the plant were discretized with a zoh. To explore this phenomenon further, we rewrite (1) as (13) separates the frequency response of the discretized plant into a fundamental component, It follows from (13) that if for some value of s; P (s) = 0 but (F P H) d (e sT ) 6 = 0, then necessarily the response of the discretized plant at z = e sT must depend upon the response of the analog plant at one or more of the frequencies s + jk! s ; k 6 = 0. As a corollary, the response of the discretized system will be potentially sensitive to uncertainty in the analog plant at these frequencies. This fact is signi cant in that uncertainty in the plant model generally increases at higher frequencies. Hence if a strong dependence upon high frequency plant behavior is required to shift a zero, then one might suspect that the sensitivity and robustness of the resulting design would be poor. (See also the discussion in 20, x10.5].) We now propose another Gedanken experiment whose result will clarify this issue.
Gedanken Experiment No.2: Suppose that we wish to design a digital controller for an analog plant. Then the following two questions (among others) are of interest: (D1) Is the nominal response of the discrete system satisfactory? (D2) Is the discrete response insensitive to uncertainty in the analog plant? Clearly, it is desirable that the answers to both questions be a rmative. The proposed experiment is to determine whether a rmative answers to both of these questions can be obtained simultaneously.
By way of contrast with Gedanken Experiment No.1, we are now concerned solely with the response of the system at the sampling instants.
The only requirement related to the analog system is that the discrete behavior must be robust against uncertainty in the analog plant.
Let us now consider the problems of achieving small differential sensitivity and robust stability against linear time invariant uncertainty in the analog plant. As the source of uncertainty is modeling error in the analog plant, these problems are more interesting from an engineering standpoint than are their discrete counterparts.
Motivated by the discussion surrounding (13), we shall consider separately uncertainty in the two terms on the right hand side (rhs) of (13) . In particular since uncertainty in the analog plant tends to increase with frequency, it follows that for ! 2 N uncertainty in the term F (j!)P (j!)H(j!) will tend to be dominated by uncertainty in the term d (j!) due to the high frequency aliases.
To state the desired formulas for di erential sensitivity and stability robustness, we shall need the following denitions.
De nition IV. At a given frequency !, not necessarily in the baseband, S HG (j!) is a measure of the contribution of aliases from other frequencies to the frequency response of the discretized plant. By (13) , it is therefore a measure of the di erence between the analog and discrete responses. Together, (9) and (16) yield the desired result.
We now use S d (s); S HG (s), and T HG (s) to describe the relative di erential sensitivity of the discrete command and control response to uncertainty in the analog plant. (Recall that the discrete control response is governed by the transfer function C d (z)S d (z).) For purposes of comparison, we rst state the corresponding result for uncertainty in the discretized plant.
Lemma IV.2: (Di erential sensitivity to the discretized plant) For each ! 2 N ,
(F P H) d (e j!T ) T d (e j!T ) @T d (e j!T ) @(F P H) d (e j!T ) = S d (e j!T ) (F P H) d (e j!T ) C d (e j!T )S d (e j!T ) @C d (e j!T )S d (e j!T ) @(F P H) d (e j!T ) = ?T d (e j!T ):
Proof: Straightforward calculation. Whether S d (e j!T ) and T d (e j!T ) also correctly describe sensitivity with respect to analog plant variations depends upon how closely the discrete and analog responses approximate one another.
Proposition IV.3: (Di erential sensitivity to the analog plant) For each ! 2 N and k = 0; 1; 2; : : :
Proof: Straightforward calculation.
Consider a frequency ! 2 N and suppose that S HG ' 0 and T HG (j!) ' 1, so that the net contribution of high frequency aliases to the discretized response is relatively small (cf. (14) ). It then follows from (17) and (19) that S d (e j!T ) and T d (e j!T ) accurately describe sensitivity to baseband (k = 0) variations in the analog plant.
Furthermore, from (18) and (20) it follows that sensitivity to the net contribution of the high frequency aliases will be small. On the other hand, as ! ! 1; T HG (j!) ! 0 and thus sensitivity to variations in individual components of the high frequency plant response (k 6 = 0) will also become small. It is important to note, however, that large peaks in S HG (j!) and T HG (j!) will cause sensitivity to analog variations to be much worse than that to discrete variations. Finally, note that di erential sensitivity of the control response is governed by T fun (s) and S d (s). As we now show, these functions are also related to stability robustness.
Assume that the feedback system of Figure 1 is nominally stable. Consider uncertainty in the discretized plant due to analog plant uncertainty of the form P 0 (s) , P (s) (1 + W (s) (s)) ; (21) where (s) is stable and proper and W (s) is a stable weighting function used to represent frequency dependence of the modeling error. It was shown in 14] that a necessary condition for the system to remain stable for all (s) satisfying j (j!)j < 1 8! 2 R (22) is that jW(j!)T fun (j!)j 1 8! 2 R : (23) Typically, jW(j!)j will become unbounded at high frequencies, and so it is necessary that jT fun (j!)j ! 0 suciently rapidly as ! ! 1. The derivation of (23) in 14] ignores the e ect of aliases in (13); we now use the results of 21] to develop a stronger necessary condition that does take aliases into account.
Lemma IV.4: Assume that (s) in (21) is arbitrary save for the bound (22) . De ne w = inf !6 2 N jW(j!)j (24) Then a necessary condition for robust stability is that jW(j!)T fun (j!)j + wjS d (j!)j 1 8! 2 N : (25) Proof: The results of 21] establish that the feedback system will remain stable for all (s) satisfying (22) Since relative uncertainty in the analog plant (21) typically becomes large at high frequencies, and since the Nyquist frequency is usually chosen to be around 5 times the desired closed loop bandwidth, it is reasonable to assume that w in (24) is greater than 1. Hence (25) requires that jS d (j!)j < 1 over the baseband. This fact is signicant since, as we shall see in the next section, S d (s) must satisfy a Poisson integral relation.
V. Interpolation Constraints and an Integral Relation
We now develop a set of interpolation constraints and an integral relation that must be satis ed by the delity function, S d (s). We rst require an additional assumption that will hold generically.
Assumption 1: If is a crhp zero of P (s) or H(s), then e T is not a zero of (F P H) d (z).
Proposition V.1 (Interpolation Constraints) Suppose that the sd feedback system is stable, and that P (s); Proof: Conditions (i) and (ii) follow from Assumption 1, and the identity
Condition (iii) follows from the identity
Condition (iv) follows from (27 Suppose that the analog plant has at least one nmp zero and is subject to large modeling uncertainty at high frequencies. We now use the Poisson integrals for S d (e j!T ) and S d (j!) to show that there exists a limit upon the ability of a sd feedback system to satisfy, with a rmative answers, questions (D1) and (D2) of the second Gedanken experiment. In particular, we shall show that there exists a tradeo between achieving both high performance in the discrete system and stability robustness against uncertainty in the analog plant model. The severity of the tradeo is determined by the location of the analog nmp zero, and is independent of whether or not the discretized plant is minimum phase. Furthermore, unlike the limitations revealed by Gedanken experiment No.1, this tradeo exists even if no performance requirements are imposed upon the intersample behavior.
To demonstrate this tradeo , we shall assume that the discrete sensitivity function satis es the performance spec- (31) where ! 0 < ! N , < 1, and is at least as large as the rhs of (6).
We also require that the system be robustly stable against modelling uncertainty of the form P 0 (s) , 
are both necessary for robust stability.
The main result of this section, Proposition VI.3, will show that if conditions (30),(31), and (32) are all satis ed, then there exists a constraint upon jT fun (j!)j at frequencies outside the baseband. This constraint may prevent condition (33) from being satis ed; as a result, the feedback system may not be robustly stable against high frequency modelling uncertainty. We rst state and prove two preliminary lemmas. (35) Proof: This result is a corollary to Theorem V.2. Note rst that the rst four terms on the rhs of (29) are nonnegative, and thus may be ignored. The bound (34) follows by imposing (32), exponentiating both sides, and rearranging the result.
To illustrate Lemma VI.1, consider Figure 3 , which contains plots of (35) We now show that imposing aggressive performance speci cations upon the discrete sensitivity function will tend to force the value of jT d (e T )j to be nearly unity. Our next result shows that satisfying such speci cations imposes a constraint upon the value of T d (e sT ) at any point outside the unit circle. For the purpose of generality, we state the following result for an arbitrary point e T outside the unit circle. In applying the lemma, we shall be interested in the case that e T is the image of a nmp zero of the analog plant; i.e., the case in which = .
Lemma VI. 
from which the result follows. Consider a xed value of . It follows from (38) that the value of T d (e T ) will converge to unity as the bound (30) upon discrete sensitivity converges to zero. To illustrate, consider Figure 4 , which contains plots of the lower bound (36) vs. the ratio =! 0 for a real and various values of . As Figure 4 shows, the rate at which T d (e T ) ! 1 as ! 0 depends upon the ratio =! 0 ; i.e., upon the location of the point e T relative to the discrete frequency interval over which sensitivity reduction is demanded. To illustrate Proposition VI.3, consider rst Figure 5 , which contains plots of the lower bound (39) vs. the ratio =! N for = 0:1 and various values of ! 0 . 2 Suppose that the frequency interval over which discrete sensitivity reduction is demanded is relatively large with respect to the location of a real analog nmp zero ( =! N < ! 0 =! N ). Then, as illustrated in Figure 5 , there will necessarily exist a large peak in jT fun (j!)j at some frequency outside the baseband. On the other hand, if the zero lies outside the frequency range in which the speci cation is imposed, then the lower bound (39) is vacuous. In fact, there is a rather abrupt demarcation between these two cases, indicated by the almost vertical plots in Figure 5 .
Consider next Figure 6 , which illustrates that the sharp dependence of the bound (39) upon the relative location of with respect to ! 0 remains even as is varied. It appears that the length of the frequency interval in which we desire sensitivity reduction is a relatively more critical parameter than is the level of desired sensitivity reduction.
Proposition VI.3, as illustrated by Figures 5 and 6 , motivates us to recommend that discrete design speci cations should respect the bandwidth limitations imposed by the analog nmp zero, irrespective of whether the discrete plant is minimum phase. Violating this recommendation will necessarily lead to feedback designs that are unduly sensitive to high frequency errors in the analog plant model. For example, from Figure 5 we see that if < ! 0 , then sensitivity will be very large for parameters with values = 0:1; = 2, and w = 2.
VII. Example
We now illustrate the robustness di culties described in this paper using an example that originally appeared in 10]. The plant is given by (The discrete sensitivity function has a peak greater than one; this peak is consistent with (6) .) Note that the closed loop bandwidth speci cation is achieved, and that both S d (e j!T ) and T d (e j!T ) are well behaved. However, the results of the present paper lead us to expect that intersample behavior and robustness to analog plant uncertainty will be poor. Indeed, consider Figure 8 , wherein we plot S fun (j!) and T fun (j!). Note that these functions di er signi cantly from their discrete counterparts over the baseband. This discrepancy is consistent with the plot of S d (j!), also shown in Figure 8 .
Note that jS d (j!)j has a relatively large peak within the baseband. It follows from Lemma IV.4 that the system will have poor robustness against unstructured multiplicative plant uncertainty of the form (21) . Indeed, it may be veri ed through simulation that the system is destabilized by a small time delay P 0 (s) = P (s)e ? s , with = 0:0023 seconds. This extreme sensitivity to small errors in the analog plant model is not apparent from the Bode plots of the discrete closed loop transfer functions ( Figure 7) .
One might conjecture that it is possible to improve this situation by designing a controller to decrease the peak in jS d (j!)j within the baseband while maintaining the same discrete response. The results of Section VI show that the potential for such improvements is limited. Indeed, imposing a bound (32) upon jS d (j!)j will tend to force a large peak in jT fun (j!)j outside the baseband (with attendant robustness problems) unless the discrete performance speci cation (30) is relaxed. In this paper, we have discussed potential di culties related to the zero shifting capabilities of a gshf. In principle, the zero shifting capabilities of a gshf appear to allow a designer to circumvent fundamental limitations in analog control systems imposed by nmp plant zeros. On the other hand, several authors have noted that use of a gshf may yield poor intersample response and result in sensitivity and robustness di culties. We have explored these issues by considering two Gedanken experiments. To obtain our rst result, we considered a problem statement that simultaneously required good nominal discrete response, delity between the discrete and intersample responses, and robustness of the discrete response against analog plant uncertainty. We have shown that these objectives are mutually exclusive whenever the analog plant has a nmp zero that contributes signi cant phase lag within the desired closed loop bandwidth. On the other hand, if the nmp zero lies outside the desired closed loop bandwidth, then it poses no particular limitation to the use of an analog controller. As a consequence, the zero shifting abilities of gshf control cannot remove design limitations on the analog response due to nmp zeros, and may lead to poor sensitivity of the analog response to model uncertainty.
We then proposed a second Gedanken experiment wherein no performance requirements are imposed upon the intersample behavior. Instead, we ask only that performance be good at sampling instants, and that discrete response be insensitive to unstructured uncertainty in the analog plant. Once again, we showed that these design goals are mutually exclusive whenever the analog plant has a nmp zero within the target closed loop bandwidth.
To summarize, we argue that the zero shifting capabilities of a gshf should not be used for increasing the closed loop bandwidth beyond that achievable by an analog controller. Doing so will not remove the design limitations imposed by such a zero, and may result in systems with unacceptable intersample behavior and sensitivity.
